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THE BOTTOMLESS LOCH
DISTANCE: 49KM
CLIMBING: 580M
PADDY SLACKS
Distance: 4.5KM / Height: 157M
Av. Gradient: 3.5% / Effort: 3/5

STOPS ON THE ROUTE
Gordon Arms:
The Gordon Arms is
well known for its

On the second in our series of training rides, you’ll pass historic Church’s,
bottomless lochs*, old poets pubs and one of the best salmon rivers in the
world. It’s a small step up in climbing, but 16kms more in distance, ensuring
a challenging day out. Starting & finishing in Innerleithen there’s plenty of
opportunity to fuel up or refuel at either end of your ride, plus, the Glen Café’s
a great place to watch the world go by in a very beautiful spot.
Got more time? Why not stay over at the Tibbie Shiels and do the ride the other
way round. There’s plenty to do in the area and the Tibbie Shiels is a lovely
place to stay.
Starting in Innerleithen head south on the B709 passing through Traquair and
continuing for a total of around 13.5kms to the Gordon Arms. Turn right here
and follow The A708 along the shores of St Marys Loch and on to the Glen
Café. Once you’ve soaked up the surroundings and maybe enjoyed a bite to eat,
retrace your route back to Innerleithen.

Traditional Music & Real
Ale. Check the website
(thegordonarms.com)

INNERLEITHEN

for more information.
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Glen Cafe: Good food
at reasonable prices in
rustic and comfortable
surroundings and a
great location. A Riders’
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favourite.
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Tibbie Shiels: Hotel &
camping accommodation
20

on the shores of St.
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Mary’s loch with
traditional pub food and
local ales. A famous
R&R stop-off.
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Don’t forget to keep checking the
Tour o the Borders website for the
next in the series of rides.

MORE INFO AT TOUROTHEBORDERS.COM

